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OVERVIEW OF KEY FUNCTIONS

Plan

Important basic concepts 

Attaching a Document

Patient Replies

Pre-written coded templates

Scheduled messages 



How to attach
a document 

WHY ATTACH A DOCUMENT TO AN SMS

allows healthcare staff to send files or document (such as
sick notes/Med3, referral letters, imaging request forms,
blood forms, leaflets etc.) via SMS to patients using the
accuRx toolbar.



How to attach
a document 

Once clicked, it will launch the Windows file picker where
you can select a file to attach (file formats supported: .pdf,
.docx, .doc, .jpeg, .jpg, .png, .tiff, .tiff.xx2)



How to attach
a document 

WHAT THE PATIENT SEES

Once sent, what the patient receives is an SMS to their
mobile phone with a link. When they click on the link, they
will be asked to input their date of birth as identify
verification, before being able to access the document.

The document is accessible for 28 days. The patient will
need to save the document onto their phone/PC in order to
keep a copy for their records.



How to attach
a document 
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Templates



Templates



Scheduled
Messages 
Pathways

For messages scheduled in the future - will always check the patient's details to make sure they are still registered
at the practice and their details have not changed. If a patient has died or moved we will automatically cancel any
future messages to that patient. If you wish to you can cancel scheduled messages by going to your toolbar menu,
clicking 'Manage Practice' and then 'Delayed Messages'. Just click cancel next to the message you wish to cancel.
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Send a patient a text which contains a unique link to a pre-made questionnaire. The patient can then
fill it out on their phone (or any device with internet) and the response comes back to you in the
accuRx Desktop toolbar. You can then save the responses, including relevant SNOMED codes,
straight to the record!

Surveys
Floreys



REMINDERS
Patients will receive a couple of extra texts if they have not completed the survey in the
week following, before it times out at 7 days.
Reminder 1, sent on day 3:
"You still need to complete your health questionnaire. This allows your practice to
manage your health effectively and helps the NHS. You need internet on your phone
(otherwise use a computer or contact reception). Please follow this link: (link generated
here)
Reminder 2, sent on day 6:
"This is the last day for you to complete your health questionnaire before the link expires.
You need internet on your phone (otherwise use a computer or contact reception).
Please follow this link: (link generated here)"speeches, reports, and more. 

FREE FLOREYS
COVID Monitoring
COVID Triaging
Asthma ACT
Asthma RCP
COPD - CAT (with GSK), MRC
Flu Vaccination Invite
Urinary Tract Infection (with
TARGET)

PREMIUM FLOREYS
Blood Pressure - one-off
Blood Pressure - home monitoring
Anxiety (GAD-7)
Combined Oral Contraceptive Pill (COCP)
Depression (PHQ-9)
Diabetes (pre appointment)
Health Check (BP, BMI, Alcohol, Smoking)
Progestogen-only Pill
FRAX

Surveys
Floreys



Surveys
Floreys

Remember to save to record!

Note: if you would like to add the free text comment that the patient wrote in the survey
to the medical record, you will need to go back in and manually copy&paste this from the
message. 
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Floreys



3 DIFFERENT TYPES OF INFORMATION COME INTO THE
INBOX

Any patient responses (including photos ) to specific text messages. These are
replies to those text messages that you've ticked the "Allow patient to response once
(with text or photo)" box on.
Any Florey responses such as to the Asthma/COPD/COVID-19 questionnaires.
Any failed delivery receipts for text messages that fail to deliver to the patient's
phone.. 

Inbox
Some Concepts

LOCATING RESPONSES
View messages for your whole practice in the "All" folder
Patient responses (with text or photo) come back to the person who sent them
Florey questionnaire responses come back to the affiliated condition Team
Failed delivery receipts come back to the "Failed" filter of the "All" folder
Viewing all messages related to a patient

OTHER ACTIONS
Assigning a message to a colleague
When you are done with a message, mark it as "Done" (you can still find this in the
"Done" folder)



Inbox
Some Concepts
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Notify
GOV.UK

Security

Built for Government so therefore robust data
security & processes in place to 
- Protect User Data
- Keep Systems Secure
- Manage data risks



Notify
GOV.UK

Data encrypted passing through and when
stored on system.
Data uploaded only held for 7 days (files via
email will however be available for 18
months)
Cabinet Office is the data processor (you
are the DPO)
Regular reviews of privacy policy etc 

Data



Notify
GOV.UK

compliance with National Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC) Cloud Security Principles
protective monitoring to record activity, and
raise alerts about any suspicious activity

Technical security



Notify
GOV.UK

You can use Notify to send messages classified
as ‘OFFICIAL’ or ‘OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE’ under
the Government Security Classifications policy.

Notify does not process data classified as
‘SECRET’ or ‘TOP SECRET’.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-security-classifications


Notify
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central government departments
emergency services
local authorities
the armed forces
the NHS and GP practices
state-funded schools

Who can use Notify

GOV.UK Notify is available to:
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